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Abstracts

This study concerns the grammatical differences between dialects of Amele. Previously, Roberts (1987)

described the grammar of Amele, mainly based on Haia dialect, whereas Nose (2012) investigates the

descriptive grammar of Amele, based on Huar dialect. These two dialects have phonological and other

grammatical differences, and Capell claimed that their variations can be explained y by the dialect

differences. According to Roberts (1987:10), there are four dialects in Amele. They are Haia (the most

prestigious), Amele, Huar, and Jagahala. The four dialects are mutually intelligible except the Jagahala

dialect, which is more closely related to the neighboring Isebe languages. Huar, the author (Nose)'s field,

is almost same grammatical behaviors as Haia dialect, but markers of transitive and ditransitive are

peculiar.

Roberts (1987:280) pointed out that there is verbal agreement with direct and indirect objects, as shown

in (1a). They are called DO (direct object clitic) and IO(indirect object clitic), respectively.

(1) a. Uqa jo ceh-ad-ut-en.

3s house build -3p(DO)-3s(IO)-3s.remote past

"He built houses for her"

b. Uqa jo ceh-it-on

3s house build-3s(IO)-3s.remote past

In the sentence of Huar dialect (1b), the DO marker is lacking (in some cases, IO can be omitted). This

type of omission has been pointed out by Capell (1969:103), "South of the Amele group these

constructions (object markings) are not found." However, the omission is either IO or DO, and both cannot

be omitted.

This study observes this type of omissions among transitive, ditransitive and other related constructions



(causative and applicative), and tries to explain them in terms of pragmatic viewpoints. Finally, this study

claims that they are not classified in dialect differences, but their variations can be explained by the

pragmatic motivation that Haia discourse allows flexible usages of verbal agreement.
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